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Forum: Challenges & Duels
Topic: HM Draw/Off #3, Ultimate Captain Marvel (DC)
Subject: Re: HM Draw/Off #3, Ultimate Captain Marvel (DC)
Posted by: Winterhawk
Posted on: 2005/12/12 13:04:28

Quote:

-ll-Buffy-ll- wrote:
hmm ya know marv, Thayne has a valid point. However, in your case i do not see a valid point, what i
do see is childishness  and pettyness, is this what HM has come to be?? if so , let me out of here
now.. Personally, I thought better of all of you, and i find i'm disappointed in you most of all marv.. is
this how you behave to a friend? if so then i am glad i have very few friends. at least i am more
forgiving of mistakes ...... That is all....

Kind of the pot calling the kettle black eh? I have been here for a number of instances when you
and/or Thayne have gone off on someone.(force95b, Graphix,FuriousMax, NintendoKing, and
others). Marv is completely justified, PW both lied and cheated. And Marv doesn't even know PW
from a hole in the ground. Marv was given a very hard time on the last challenge about being vocal
on his very justified concerns on PW's picture. Lets make this clear, Marv hasn't done anything
wrong.

I too agree in forgiving mistakes, but the when someone cheats and then lies about it and then
continues to cheat and lie. And doesn't even give a valid explanation other then to say, I cheated
because you said I cheated is a slap in the face. 
I'll admit when I first say the MJ pic, I thought it was a photo, then when he said it was a drawing, I
took him at his word. When Marv brought it up I took a closer look, I found things that convinced me it
was a photo, I talked to a number of people on both sides of the fence and those that believed it was
a drawing only did because they took Wulf word. Those that didn't could clearly articulate multiple
inconsistencies in the image that would show that it was originally a photo. 
Even with the new fakes image, he sent it around and said, now no one will think I didn't draw this
one and he sent it to people that were on his side. 
When I got the Pm's telling me about this latest picture, not only did it prove it was a fake but that PW
was a cheat. In his explanation he shows no remorse and even continues with the Lie, once again
insulting our intelligence and further destroying his reputation here. 
I was a little upset when I found out, I felt betrayed and it made me upset. I went away and came
back a few hours later to make the post exposing PW. At that point I was just disappointed and
wanted to know why. But after reading the pathetic excuse on his picture I am left with anger again, I
do not like being lied to and dismissed like a child. What Ross doesn't understand is that if he only
posted that pictures and told the truth as to how he made them everything would have been fine, he
wouldn't have been allowed to enter the draw off but both manips and comic mods are more then
acceptable at HM. You are talking about how friends should treat each other, I completely agree, but
when someone continues to lie to my face, I do not call them friend anymore, and the gloves come
off. 

Level 1 was banned for doing the same sort of things here at HM, the only difference is that Level1
was a complete ass. Ross is lucky he isn't or he would have already been removed from here. At this
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point I not only think PW should be barred from competing in the challenges here at HM but should
also give me good reason to not ban him as well.
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